We calculated turnover times based on two data point for each study, the initial stock of 12
C t = C 0 . exp (-k.t) (1) 18 where C t is the remaining stock after time t (y), C 0 is the initial stock of PyC (t =0), k is 19 the decay rate (y -1 ) and turnover time τ (y) =1/k . 20
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Statistical analysis 22
Non-parametric test for comparison between factors were carried using Wilcoxon rank 23 sum test. A three way ANOVA was done on the data set using R software to test the 24 interaction between the variables (supplementary table 2). Therefore, the imbalanced 25 design of the grouped data (supplementary table 3 49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 
